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THE CONTROL OF SEEPAGE UNDER DAMS 

ON PERVIOUS FOUNDATIONS 

CHAPTER I 

ItrfRODUCTION 

When a masonry dam or weir is constructed on pervious 

foundation or earth, some of the water impounded in the 

reservoir percolates beneath 1t and appears on the down

stream side.. So, in addition to the usual structural 

streaaea as in an ordinary dam on impervious solid rock 

foundation, it is subjected to (1) the hydrostatic pressure 

along the foundation contact, (2) the hydraulic or exit 

gradient with which the water escapee upward at the toe 

and (3) the approximate leakage under the structure. 

The problems encountered in the design or a masonry 

dam on a pervious soil foundation are: 

1. To provide safe conduct for aeepage water under and 

around it, so that neither toundation1 nor bank material 

will be removed. If the velocity of flow where the seepage 

water emerges ia sufficient and the exit gradient is 

beyond the aate limit tor the foundation soil, flotation 

will occur and the particles ot the foundation material 

will be disturbed and carried an,-. This will decrea•e the 

resistance to percolation and accentuate disturbance of 

the soil particles• The result ia· a progressive erosion 

and formation of cavities, below the base or the dam, which 
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in turn will ultimately cause formation of a channel or 

pipe beneath the tloor. This may enl6rge rapidly and 

cause failure of the structure. To prevent piping it is 

necessary to design the dam, ao that the exit gradient of 

the seepage water at the toe ia inauffic1ent to remove 

the foundation material. 

2. To reduce seepage losses under and around the dam to 

a reasonable and economic minimum, consistent with con• 

struetion economy. 

3. To obtain stability of the structure under all oondl~ 

t1ons of loading, uplift, overflow, tail-water fluctua

tions, etc. 

4. To design the structure ao aa to distribute t he load 

and to minimize settlement and also to permit it to accom

modate itaelt' to unavoidable settlement so as to prevent 

internal st.reasea and cracking . 

5. To destroy the energy or the waste water at the toe 

ot the spill-way in such a manner as to· avoid injury to 

the apron and to minimize the eroaion ot the stream bed 

and banks. 

6- To anticipate, in the design, the possible limit of 

degradation of river channel below the dam and consequent 

subsidence of tail-water level as affecting (a} undermining 

and stability of the structure, (b) functioning of spill• 

way and {c) loss of draft bead. 



R1at<>ry ot the Development of Thia Phase ot Dam Design. 

The firet rational basis tor the design of m.aaonry 

dams on earth foundations seems to have been developed in 

India, a.s a reault of the investigations ot Col. Clibborn 

and Mr. Beresford. (S) Col. Clibborn waa at one time 

principal of the Thomason Civ11 Engineering College, India. 

There were a number ot weira founded on light sand in the 

United Provinces, India, which had often given trouble. 

He carried out a classical set of experiments on the law 

of flow through sand. From tbeee experimenta, Mr. 

Beresford concluded that the Narora weir on the Ganges 

River was unsafe, because of exceaaive upward pressure on 

the apron and made a report to that effect. At the time 

no special trouble had been experienced with the dam, but 

as a ~esult of his report preaaure pipes were placed in 

the apron to indicate the uplift pressure beneath it. The 

pressure as indicated in these pipes confirmed v~. 

Beresford'a conventions and by coincidence, the next day 

after the .read1ngs were taken (March 30, 1898), the apron 

at another part of tbe dam waa blown up, resulting in a 

breach of the dam. The failure of an important structure, 

following ao promptly after the declaration of its insta

bility, profoundly impressed the engineers of India and 

the "hydraulic gradient theory" became generally accepted 

about 1898. 
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The tiret edition of "Practical Design of Irrigation . 

Works" by w. G. Bligh appeared in 1907, in which the theory 

was advanced that the stability ot a weir on a porous 

foundation depended on the weight of the structure and not 

on the ratio of the percolation dietanee to the head. In 

his second edition published 1n 1910, Bligh admitted the 

fallacy of his original contentions and explained hie well

known theory that the safety or masonry dams on earth 

foundations depended on the length of the percolation path 

which is along the line ot contact of the structure and 

ita foundation. Bligh's theory waa accepted widely 

because of 1te e1mpl1o1ty. 

In 1911, a paper was prepared by Mr. Arnold c. 
Itoen1g<24 ) giving rules tor the dee1gn of masonry dams on 

earth foundations which contains a number or valuable 

ideas. 

Coleman(S) carried out, tor the first time in 1915, 

testa wi~h models ot dams · rest1ng on sand. to determine 

the distribution of pressure under the base and the rela

tive effect of sheet piling at the heel and toe of the 

dam. These experiments demonstrated the greater relative 

etfect1veneas1 length tor length# of vertical contact$ 

as against horizontal ones. But mucb advance in determ1n• 

ing conclusive results tor dea1gn was not made. 
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Little appeared in technical literature for many yeare 

after these publications to aid the engineer in the 

practical design of masonry da~ on earth foundations. 

In 1920, .Pavlovaky(34 ) approached the problem of the 

flow or water through sub-sells ot hydraulic structure• 

from the analogy of tlow of electricity through a conduct

or. The work was published in Russian and be achieved 

success in solving a number of problems. 

In 1922- a notable contribution came !rom Charles 

Terzaghi (37 ). He stated and proved by laboratory experi

ments that tatlures occurred by undermining, if the 

hydraulic gradient at exit waa greater than the •tlotation 

gradient" tor the particular foundation material. 

In 1926-27, trouble in some structures in the Punjab, 

India, became acu.te. Cracks appeared at the upstream and 

downstream aprons due to undermining of the sub-soil. Re

pairs were carried out on the then accepted Bligh theory, 

but the trouble persisted. A set of pressure pipes with 

well points were inserted in the floors of these structures 

and the observations disclosed that the :pressures indicated 

by these piezometer pipes had absolutely no relationship 

'With those calculated from the Bligh theory. These resear

ches were carried out by Khosla and embodied in the Punjab 

Engineering Cong~ess Papers Nos. 138 and 142 of 1930• 

About the same time, investigation of uplift preeeuree 
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under dama was being actively pursued in the United States 

of America. Parsona(33 ) and J. H1nds(l7 ) presented two 

interesting papers before the American Society of Civil 

Engineers in 1928. 

In 1929 1t was decided _to extend the Panjnad 'eir in 

the Punjab (India). Th1a afforded the opportunity of 

putting in a comprehensive set of pressure pipes and of 

conducting .full scale experiments. Thia was the first full 

size experiment in the world and the results obtained in 

l932(lS) paved the way to the reliable solution of the 

problem. It was confirmed that the seepage flow of water 

through the sub-soil is in stream lines and therefOl'e ia 

susceptible of mathematical treatment and also exper1menta 

on hydraulic or electric analogy models. 

In 1932, Prof. Warren Weaver,C 40) Head of the Depart

ment of Mathematics at the University of Wiaoone1n and at 

the time working with the Rockefeller Foundation, developed 

his mathematical treatment of the flow of water through 

the permeable sub-soils under dams. Weaver's work provided 

an inspiration tor eo-relating the e·xper1mental results 

with the mathematical solutions, thus l$ad1ng to eont1rma

t1on and complete solution of the problem. 

The years between 1932 and 1935 were marked by special 

activity in respect of the study of sub-soil hydraulics 1n 

relation to dam design in India, the United States of 
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America and Europe. 

In September 1934, Prot. E. w. Lane(25 ) analyzed a 

large number of dams in the United States and many others 

almost all over the world. As a result of these investi

gations, he evolved his "Weighted Creep Theory" which in 

erteot might be taken as the Bligh creep theory oorreot.ed 

for vertical cut-otfa and eloping faeee. While th1e 

theory was an improvement on the original Bligh theory, 

it was $till empirical and lacked the back-ground of 

rational basis tor design. 

A number of uaetul papers on the subject were present

ed at the International Commission on dams in July, 1933. 
. (16)

In May, 1934, Mr. D. J. Hebert carried out ex

periments for various dams on the electric models. Hia 

conclusions are that the application ot electric modele to 

problems of practical designs must be made with caution, 

until the point is reached at which it 1s possible to 

investigate all the geoligical features. ot a sub-soil and 

to reproduce them in an electric set-up. 

In the same year, Mr. F. F. Ha1gh(lO} and Mr. L. F. 
. (12)

Rarza independently produced two very useful papers on 

almost similar linea. They took note of the exit gradients 

as a controlling tactor in stability and discussed the 

d1atr1but1on ot pressure which .could be considered as safe. 

http:oorreot.ed
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Harza got agreement between theoretical values of up

lift pressures and those obtained .from the electric 

analogy models .f'or some of the simple oases dealt with by 

Prot. Weaver in his mathematical solutions. He also 

carried out experiments on electric analogy models for 

determination of the characterist1oa of pressure distribu

tion in stratl.f'ied foundation and also in cases of p:ro

viaion tor filter drainage through the downstream apron 

for the purpose of reducing uplift pressure and exit 

gradient at the toe. 

About the same time Dr. Va1dh1anatban(~e) obtained 

results on th• electric models and also the Panjnad Weir 

model which showed conclusively: 

(a) The distribution of pressures under structures on sand 

foundations can be reproduced on hydraulic or electric 

models . 

(b) All seasonal and other variations from the normal con

d1t1ons can be reproduced on hydraulic models by supertm• 

position of silt, temperature or both and by simulating 
t

the stratirication. 
'· 

(c) The problem is susceptible ot mathematical treatment. 

After the conclusive agreements 1n the investigations 

conducted on the subject of sub-soil seepage flow by the 

various well-known engineers in the different countries, 

the theory of safe exit gradients has been generally 
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accepted in the modern practice of design for dams on 

pervious foundations. or-late the technique of drainage 

at the toe or a dam tor safe escape of the seepage water 

has been greatly improved and is being widely practiced, 

especially in the case ·of f'tarthen dams and flood control 

levees on the M1sa1sa1pp1 River. 
(1).

In 1945, Mr. P. T. Bennet gave an interesting 

mathematical treatment of the effect of blankets on 

seepage through pervious foundations. He has presented 

the general principles involved 1n the design of blankets 

by mathematical analysis. The application of these 

pr1nc1plea to blanket problema, although not l&adlng to 

exact results, provides, in many eases, a satisfactory 

method ot estimating blanket performance. 

In 1946, Messrs. T. A. Middlebrooks and W. H. 
29:arv1s( ) developed certain design criteria tor systems 

of drainage relief wells whlch provide deep drainage. 

Their paper has outlined the general method of design 

together with the mathematical and empirical back-ground. 
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CHAPTER II 

BLIGH'S CREEP THEORY 

Mr. Bligb(3) treated the course of seepage beneath 

a dam on the assumption that the water follows a path 

along the line of contact of the dam foundation (including 

the cut...off walls) with the :foundation material. This 

contact between the dam and foundation is called the line 

of creep and the method may be called the line of creep 

method. The head is assumed to drop along a straight 

line from the head-water to the tail-water (if there ia 

any) in proportion to the distance along the line of 

creep. 

According to Darcy's Law of aub-ao11 stream line 

flow, 

• • • • • •••• • •• (II- 1)
v: k+' • 

where k • coefficient of permeability, 

h : head under which the water is flowing, 

L • length of path, 

v • net effective velocity. 

L • k-ll.., • • • • • • • . . .' " . • (II- 2) 
v 

For a given class of material, t here is a definite 

max~um velocity, vm at which the water can emerge below 

the dam without carrying away the foundation material and 
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cau.a1ng the failure of the structure. Combining this value 

of vm with k which also depends on the foundation material 
k 

to form a new coefficient o: vm, the expression is: 

~ : Ch, in which In is the m1n1mum safe length of 

travel path and C is a coefficient depending on the founda

tion material. 

Mr. Bligh further assumed that the horizontal length 

of contact waa just as effective as a vertical length. In 

other words, for a dam with horizontal floor of length b 

and an upstream cut-off wall of depth d1, ~ : b + 2dl : CH 

• • • • • • (II-3) 

For a dam with horizontal floor length b and upstream 

and downstream out-oft walls of depths d1 and d2 re

spectively, Ln • b + 2d1 + 2d2 • CH, •••••••• (II-4) 

BLIGH'S COEFFICIE TS OR PERCOLATION FACTORS 

1. River beds of light silt or sand of which 

60~ passes the 100- mesh sieve, as those 

of the Nile or the K1aa1sa1pp1 Rivers • • • • • 18 

2. Fine micaceous sand of which 80~ passes a 

75- mesh sieve, as in the Himalayan Rivers 

and 1n such rivera aa the Colorado • • • • 15 

3. Coarse grained sands, as 1n central and 

. ,south India • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 12 
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4. Boulders. or ahingle mixed with gravel 

and sand •• 5 to 9 

In an ab%'1dg.ed paper Mr . Griffith(9 ) gave the follow• 

1ng values of the eoetfioient of creep or the ratio ot 

creep distance to head which had been found sufficient to 

ensure stability in the United Provinces of India: 
I 

Material L1m1t1ng Safe Value of ttc" 
1. Fine micaceous sand • • • • • • 14! to 16 

2. Fine quartz sand • • • • • • • • 12} to 14 

3. Coarse quartz sand • • • • .. • • • 10 to 12" 

4. Shingles • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • 8 

5. Boulders 4• • •· • • • • • • • • • • • 

Concerning shingles and boulders, Mr . Griffith stated 

that the question of loss by leakage m1gh:t make higher 

values of L advisable 1n these oases. He also, however,
'H 

suggested a 20% reduction 1n the values given above where 

reliable vertic 1 staunching :ot 10 feet depth wae used. 

Bligh•e theory was accepted widely because of its 

s1mpl1c1ty and his empirical as.sumption and coefficient 

were generally accepted until Prof. E. w. te.ne(ie) modified 

it and introduced bis empirical "Weighted-Creep Theory". 

http:ab%'1dg.ed
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LANE'S WEIGH'.rEP•CREEP TBBORY 

Pro!'. E. w. Lane made an extensive atudy of the 

designs of a large number of dame in the United States and 

many other countries almost all over the world. His. study 

ot all the available records of percolation distances in 

the existing masonry dams on earth foundations and 1n 

those that have failed from piping has brought out three 

important eonclusionsa 

1. Several dams have tailed from underm1n1n.g.. w1th per

colation d1atanee which, judged by tbe ordinary 

standards, should be safe. 

2. Many dams have stood aucceaafully with percolation 

distances much leas than those previously recommended. 

3. The dams wbich railed had very little of their creep 

paths along vertical or steeply sloping aurtaees, while 

those that stood, with much smaller distances, had a 

considerable proportion of auoh creep. 

Prot. Lane's attention was f1rat directed to the 

greater value of vertical creep by the d1f.t'1culty of ex

plaining the atabili ty of the Prairie duSae Dam in Vfis

consln with its extremely low plain creep ratio of 4.3 on 

a eoarse sand foundation. According to him, this idea 

apparently was first expressed by Griffith who 8uggested 
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that a reduction could be made in his recommended creep

bead values for reliable vertical staunching. 

On the basis of the study, Prof. Lane has developed his 

empirical "Weighted-Creep" theory. In this theory, it is 

assumed that tbe line of flow will follo the line of con

tact between a dam and ita foundation; but the vertical 

contact is more effective than the horizontal contact and 

the coefficient C differs from that given by Bligh. He 

defines that tbe creep along a vertical face or surface 

sloping more than 450 with the horizontal should be trea

ted ae "vertical creep" and other surfaces, "horizontal 

creep". Be baa recommended that a unit horizontal length 

of creep should be considered to be one~third as effective 

as a unit length of the vertical creep. 

For a dam with horizontal floor of length b and up

stream and downstream cut-of! walls or depths d1 and d2, 

Ln • b + 2dl + 2d2 • CH •••••• (II- 5)
"!" 
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TABLE I 

PROF. LANE'S WEIGHTED-CREEP RATIO - cC27)-
(weight of horizontal creep, one-third) 

ft!s.terial Lane's safe Bligh's value 
weighted-creep ratio 

Very fine sand or silt 

Fine sand 

Medium sand 

Coarse sand 

Fine gravel 

Medium gravel 

Gravel and sand 

Coarse gravels including
cobbles • • • • • • • • • 

Boulders with some cobbles 
and gravels • • • • • • • 

Boulders, gravel and sand 

Soft clay 

fedium clay 

Bard clay 

Very bard clay or hard pan 

8 .5 

7.0 

6.0 

5.0 

·•.o 
3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

3.0 

2.0 

1.8 

1.6 

18 

15 

12 

9 

-· 
4 to 6 

In order to use these values with safety, the cut-offs 

are to be built of solid masonry. built 1n contact with 

the earth sides of the trench, or of inter-locking steel 

or concrete piling driven so that the interlock is not 
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broken and it is satisfactorily embedded at the top in the 

masonry structure. According to this theory, the uplift 

preaaure to be used in design may be estimated by assuming 

that the drop in presaure from head-water to tail-water 

along the contact line of dam and foundation is proportion

al to the weighted-creep distance. 

About the same time, Oharlea Tersaghi, (37 ) L. F. 

Harza,<13) A.. N. Khosla(lg) and many other engineers 

carried out experiments on the subject of sub-soil seepage 

with hydraulic and electric-analogy models. They do not 

seem to agree with Prof. Lane and according to them, Lane 1 s 

weighted-creep ratio is not strictly correct under all 

circumstances. 

Harza mentions that rational analysis by mathematics 

and its equivalent, the electric analogy , proves that even 

1n a homogeneous foundation in perfect contact with the 

structure, the apparent horizontal creep resistance along 

the base may have a value much lese than one-third the 

average resistance to vertical seepage around the cut-offs, 

the actual value being related to the relative depth of 

cut-offs in proportion to their distances apart. 

Aa a result of his model experiment with electric 

analogy method, the following horizontal creep ratios 

have been derivedl 
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E.xamplea In case ot both heel and toe cut-offs of equal 

depth d and horizontal distance b, the hydraulic 

gradient or creep resistance per unit distance 

along the base as compared with the creep 

resistance per unit distance along the vertical 

faces of cut-ot':f's (equivalent to Lane's weighted

creep) a~e shown as below: 

Space b between heel Approximate weighted
and toe cut-offs. value of horizontal creep 

5.0 d 1/3 

2.5 d 1/4.2 

2.0 d 1/7 

1.5 d 1/9 

As per the mathematical analysis and results of experi

ments conducted by the aforesaid engineers. a new theory 

of safe exit gradients at the toe as related to the safety 

and design of dams on pervious foundations has been 

developed . This is treated in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

TlmORY OF SEEPAGE FLOW THROUGH SOIL 

Darcy's LawJ 

In 1856 Darcy(G) earr!ed out some experiments with 

soil and found that the velocity of seepage is propor

tional to the hydraulic gradient . Thus, water flowing 

with a net effective velocity, v through a length ot' path. 

1 and under a head, h is given by, 

. h 
v =K T . . • . . . . . . . . . . (III- l) 

where K is known as the coefficient of 

permeability or transmission constant, 

that is, it may be expressed as the net 

effective velocity of seepage under a 

hydraulic gradient of unity. The constant, 

K is dependent upon temperature, effective 

size and shape of soil grains, density, 

type of packing an,d porosity . 

The law is based on the principle of slow laminar vis

cous flow through the soil mass in contrast to the open 

channel turbulent flow. The experimental investigation 

conducted by Welitsch-Kowaky, (4l) Allen Hazen,(lS) Prof. 

c. s. Sl1chter(:5S) and G. Von Be1d1ken of the Royal 

Technical University, Stockholm, tends to set the 
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limitations tor the above law aa regarda the high head. 

As per the experimental evidence about the range of valid

ity of Da~y's Law, the upper limit of the velocity should 

be 0.01 to 0.015 tt/sec. and the maximum grain size ot the 

medium between 1.5 and 2.0 mm. 

SLIOBTER 'S THEORETICAL TREATNENT OF SUB-SOIL FLOW 

It water is percolating through a homogeneous mass or 

soil in such a manner that the voids of the soil are com

pletely tilled with water and no change in the size of the 

voids takes plaee, the quantity entering from one or 

several directions into a small element of volume of soil 

must be equal to the amount or water flowing out on the 

other faces of this element of volume during any given 

time, or in other words the tlow 1a continuous. This 

condition, which is a statement of the fact that both water 

and soil are 1ncompr$sa1ble, can be e.xpreased for the 

thl-ee dimensional ease by the following equationa 

du. + dv t dw : 0 •••••••• (III- 2)
di dy dz 

This is known as the equfltion or eont1nu1ty. In this 

equation, u, v, and w are the three components of the dis

charge velocity v0 • If db represents the hydraulic gradient
a! 

in the direction of flow, and dh , db and dh are its com
di dy ·dz 

ponents, then Darcy's Law can be expressed by the following 

equations a 
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• K ~ •••••••••• (III- 3)v0 

u : K ~ 
v : K dh • • • • • • ... ·• ... • (III• 4)dy 
" e K dhdz 

Therefore, substituting the equation (III• 4) in equation 

{III- 2) one arrives at~ 

This is the general differential equation for the steady 

flow and baa the term of the well-known Laplace 1 a 

equation. ' The pressure function which satieties this dif

ferential equation 1a called the "potential function". 

It is well known that the same equ tion of Laplace 

governs the steady tlow of heat, . electricity through a 

conductor, or a perfect fluid. It is thus clear that the 

problem of flow of water through the aub-so11 is analogoua 

to that or the flow of a viscous fluid or that of elec

tricity through a conductor. 

The potential law which has been derived from Darcy's 

Law will, however, be subject to all the limitations of 

the latter law. These are: 

1. The velocities in the medium should not exceed 0.015 

ft/sec. and the maximum grain size should not be more than 

2 mm. 1n diameter. 
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2. The soil medium in which the flow takes place must be 

completely aatur ted with water. 
I 

In our problem of seepage under dams, we have to de 1 

with only the two•dtmena1onal case which is satisfied by 

the equations 

0 • • • • • • • • (III- 6) 

This equation represents two families ot curves int•rseet

ing at right angles. In hydro-mecban1ea these curves are 

known as the "Plow linea" and the "Equipotential linea" or 

linea or equal pressure. 

Although the general differential equation baa solved 

only for some simple cases of seepage flow, the geometric 

properties of the flow lines and the equipotential linea 

permit graphical or electric analogy methods of olutiona 

for practically all two-dimensional seep ge problem4. 

The graphical method wa.a first devised by Prof. 
(7)

Forchbe~er. The electric analogy method was first 

tried by Prof. N. N. Pavlovsky(34) in Russia in 1920. The 

technique was subsequently verified with model experiments 

by Dr. v. I. Va1dhianathan in the Punjab Irrigation 

Research Institute, India, (3S) and • L. F. Barza, M. Am. 

Soc. c. E.(l2 ) The pressure observations in the hydraulic 

models and electric analogy tray gave results which had 



verT aatistaetory agreement with those derived mathematic• 

ally. 

MODEL CBARAOTERIS'l'IOS IN SUB-SOIL WORK 

Experiments have been conducted 1n the Punjab Irr1g• 

ation Beaearch Inat1tute w1th the bydraulic nd electric· 

analogy models. The results ·in both t;h.e ca.aea have proved 

that tbe .tlow net of equl-preeaure and tlow linea, for any 

particular dam profile on homogeneous aoila, is independent 

of: 

(a) Class and structure of sub-soil so long aa it 1a 

homogeneous. 

(b) Scale ratio. 

(.c) Temperature so · long au 1t 1a uniform throughout the 

medium. 

(d) Applied head or pressure. 

(e) Upstream and down-stream water levels. 



(a) Model of the Panjnad weir showing 
stream lines in the foundation. 
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(b) Stream lines shown in the 
work done by Ionides of the 
Irrigation Directorate, 
Baghdad (Mesopotamia) in 
1932. 

Fig. 1 - Models showing the sub-stratum 
seepage flow patterns under dams. 
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EXIT GRADIENTS AS RELATED TO DESIGN OF DAMS 

The failure of a dam by seepage flow can occur byt 

(a) Undermining or the sub-soil. 

(b) Uplift presaure under the dam floor being in excess of 

the weight of the floor. 

Therefore, the conditione requiring determination in 

order to design or teat a dam on porous foundation area 

1. The uplift pressure under the base of the dam aa related 

to ita weight. 

2. The vertical exit gradient .at the to of the dam aa 

related to the physical characteristi cs of the founda• 

t1on material. 

The failure by under-mining ia the most ~ommon, ao 

that a knowledge of ita causes and of the measures to pre

vent it, is of utmost importance both tor design of new 

works and for ascertaining the safety of existing ones. 

The undermining of the aub-aoil starts from the tail 

end of the dam. It begins at the surface due to the resi

dual force of aeepage water at tbia end being in exceaa of 

the restraining torcea of the aub-aoil which tend to hold · 

the latter 1n poaition. According to the commonly accepted 

ideas ot Bligh and Lane, thia undermining ia auppoaed to 

result from what ia known aa "piping", that ia, the erosion 

of aub-aoil 1a cauaed by the high velocities of flow of 
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water through it, when euch velocities exceed a certain 

limit. Tbia conception of undermining is incomplete. 

The conception ot undermining by •tlctation" waa put 

forward b:y Prot. Cbarlee Terzaghi in 1922(3?) and 1nde

pendentl:y arrived at by F. F. Haigh in 1930.(ll) Prot. 
(4)

A. Oaaagrande baa mentioned that it waa demonstrated by 

Terzaghi convincingly by theory ae well as by experiment• 

that it is the magnitude and distribution of seepage :rorcea 

near the toe of water impounding structures (particularly 

the discharge gradient at the toe) which determines the 

degree of aatety aga1net piping or under-ground erosion. 

Pro:f'. Charles Terzagh1 lao haa mention d that when be 

derived the ·equation tor the flotation gradient, he a.ttemp

ted at once to determine by experiment to what extent thia 

factor can be used aa a criterion for the safety ot dams 

against piping. The reaulta of exper1 enta with perfectly 

homogeneous aanda showed that the escape gradient at which 

piping occurred ia practically equal to the flotation 

gradient. Thua, if the base of a dam reate on the horizon

tal surface of the sand without any sheet piles intercept• 

ing the tlow ot seepage, the escape gradient is equal to 

infinity irrespective of the creep-head ratio, L/H. Hence, 

1f the escape and the flotation gradients are really iden

tical, piping should occur at any hydraulic bead. This 

actually took place and as a consequence he was compelled 
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to establish the base of his flat - bottom model dama at a 

certain depth below the surface, in order to be able to 

produce any hydraulic head at all . For a single row ot 

sheet- pile with a depth, d, the escape gradient is approxi

mately 2/3 B/L : 2/3.H/2d : ~3d. Piping occurred in hie 

testa at an escape gradient which waa a trifle lesa than 

the flotation gradient. But for practical purposea, thia 

small difference may be neglected. 

THEORY OF FLOTATION GRADIENT 

-- -::::..:: ~-6___ ----- ----------- -- --------
p d ~P+dp 

Pig. 2 - Diagram showing sub-stratum 
preaaure gradient. 

When water flows through the sub-soil, the velocity of 

flow, according to Darcy's Law is given by, v • K.~L. 

This water exerts a force (F) on the soil medium along ita 

line of flow . Besides this force, the particles of the 

soil medium are subjected to two other forces• 

1. The toroe of gravity or weight of sand particles which 

acta downwarda . 

2 . The force ot buoyancy which acta opposite to gr~vity. 

These two forces can be combined to repreaent the buoyed 
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weight of the loose soil particlea. 

Let s :: specific gravity of soil particles, 

: weight ot unit volume of water, 

l? : ratio ot pore apace 1n the material. 

Then, the weight of soil particles per unit volume 

: W(l•P}S 

The weight of displaced water : .(l•P) 

Therefore; the buoyed weight of the eoil particles per 

unit volume • (l•P) (S•l) • W1 • 

In Fig. 2, let a cylinder ot soil be aaaumed along one 

of the atr·eam linee, 

da ;: area of cylinder section 

dL e lengt h of cylinder 

pd : pressure at A 

(P+dp)da a pressure at B 

The force acting on the OJ11nder along the direction of the 

stream line : pda .. (p+dp)da • ..dp.da 

Tbe terce per unit volume • •dp.da/da.dL. • -dp/dL 

The action of water at any point in the· soil medium through 

which it percolates can be given bJ, the force (F) per unit 

volume. Therefore, F • -dp/dL • Preasure gradient at the 

point. At the toe of the dam, {F) acts vertically upwards. 

So the resultant farce, R • F • W8 • The soil particles will 

start to be lifted up or float when (F) becomes greater 

than w8 • The critical condition occurs when the force of 

http:�dp.da/da.dL
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percolating water • F(oritical) • W8 

or dp/dL e W(l-P) (S·l} • • (III· 7a) 

The "flotation gradient" • Gf • (1-P)(S·l} ••• (III- 7b) 

The flotation gradient will vary with the pore apace 

of the sub-aoil and the specific gravity of the soil 

particles . The dena1ty of the soil particles, though 

generally in the neighborhood of 2.6 to 2.7 for ordinary 

natural sand formations, may vary in extreme caaea from 

1.8 to 2.8. Similarly the pore apace, which ranges between 

37 and 42 per cent, may be as low aa ao per cent and aa 

high as 45 per cent. ork1ng on these l!Jirl.tal the eztreme 

values of Gr may range from 0.44 to 1.44. 

"Flotation" is the cause and "piping", the effect. 

It flotation 1s prevented, p1p1ng can not occur. There

tore, a deaigner is concerned aa to safety only with the 

conditions obtaining at the point of escape of the seepage 

water. 

Uncertainties enter into the computation of the 

critical conditions of flotation at the toe because cross

flow may occur by convergence towards the easiest point or 

escape where the material is non-homogeneous and the 

hydraulic gradient , d~dL at the point ot escape is seldom 

equal to the average gradient, H/L even in homogeneous 

material. Furthermore, if lenses or strata ot porous 

material are inter-bedded with finer material, the relative 
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permeability may encourage concentration of flow from the 

finer into the coarser material near the cutlet, giving 

the latter mDre than ita proportionate quantity and a 

higher rate or loaa or head at the point of exit. It 1a 

the function ot the factor ot aatety to allow for such 

condition• and other uncertain factors in the sub•so11. 

'1'h1a baa been diacuaaed b:r Prot. Ter&agh1 under tbe subject 

ot "Minor Geologic Deta1ls1 " although it 1e often of majoJt 

importance to the aucoeaa of the structure. It does add 

to the diff1cult1es of predicting the local flotation 

gradient. 

Considered aa a purely l~boJtatory problem, the deter

mination ot critical or flotation gradient for a gi~en 

material is reasonably de~1n1te once the oharacteriat1ca 

ot the material are known. In Prot. Terzagh1's experiment• 

on varied materials the measured internal preaaure to cause 

flotation nearly equalled the theoretically computed cr1t1• 

cal preaaure. 

Terzagh1 in hia experiment• used aanda ot apeo1t1c 

gravity ot 2.65 and found the following values of Gr. 
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TABLE II 

Pore apace , p G1 (obaerved) Gr(computed) 
{~·P) (S-1) 

0.43 0.95 0.94 

0.355 1.11 1.06 

0.430 1.13 0.94 

0.410 0.96 0.97 

0.440 1~05 0.92 

0.350 1.08 1.0'7 

Dt-. c. A. lloc~ore and J. • Dougherty(3l) carried out 

some experiment.a at the Oregon Stat$ College with water 

flowing vertically through beds or different kinds of 

granular materiala and the results are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III 

Material Gr(obaerved) Gt~theoreti.cal)
1•P} (S•1) 

1. White filter aand 0.814 0.97 

2. ColWDbia River aand 0.812 1.05 

3. W1llamette River aand 0. '879 1.07 

4. Lead ahot s.oo · s.aa 

I>r. Va1dh1anathan(39 ) car:ried out aome very careful 

experiments 1n 1935, with Punjab aanda ot different orders 
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ot packing and s1~e distribut1ona. 'I'heae results are 

tabulated belowa 

TABLE IV 

Spec1tic
gravity or 

aand (S) 

Pore apace 
(P) 

'l'ranam1as1on 
constant (It) 

Gr(obaerved) Gt(tbeo.)
(1-P)(S-1) 

2.68 0.413 0.0167 1.00 0.99 

2.69 0.385 0.0414 o.as 1.04 

2.69 0.403 0.0422 1.00 1.01 

2.64 0.399 0.0434 1.00 0.99 

2.,65 0.415 0'10778 0.96 0.97 

2,69 0~410 0.0854 0.95 0.99 

2.67 0.3Bl 0.0945 1.00 1.03 

2.69 0~:382 0.0948 1.26 1.03 

2.70 o.aae 0.1023 1.25 1.04 

2.69 0.392 0.1521 1.00 1.04 

2.68 0.390 0.2219 1.00 1.02 

2.69 0.384 0.3002 0.95 1.04 

Dr. Va1dh1anathan 1s experiment baa llhown 1nterat1ng 

character1st1oa ot the flow ot water through aand medium. 

In downward flow, the tranam1ss1on constant or the coett1· 

c1ent or permeability rema1na absolutely steady irrespec• 

t1ve or the pressure· gradient. In upward flow, 1t remains 

constant to about a gradient of ltlJ beyond that 1t 

1ncreaaea rapidly. If after that, the gradient 1a again 
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lowered, the transm1sa1on eonatant remains much above ita 

previous value. Whe~ the gradient is again increased, the 

tranemtas1on constant increases t1rat .slowly and then 

rap1dl7 till at a gradient ot about 1.7al the soil definite• 

ly blows ott and finally breaks up (Pig•. $). 

fl'h••• eharaoter1at1ea o.r curves have great practical 

a1gn1f1canoe~ It the aub•ao11 at tb.e tail end ot a 

structure haa once been aubjecte.d to a gttad1ent more than 

the cr1ti.oal value, the whole aoll ma.ae- ..gets disturbed as 

a. result ot flotation and. doea not settle back to ita 

normal consolidation even though th& gradient 1s reduced. 

'l'bus onoe the stage of flotatio_n is crossed, the mischief 

is dcne. 

Tb1s also explains the phenomenon ot "quick sand". 

Quick sand 1s primarilJ a condition charaoteri~ed by the 

flow ot seepage water upward through the send, r-ather than 

a characteristic ot the material ltselt. This 1a the case 
' . 

becauee fine sand, when once expanded. with an exceas of 

~ore water .and eonsequent vo14s due to flotation, retains 

thia cond1tlon to'l! some time even with removal of .pPeaaure 

because of the greater resista:nee to the acape of the 

contained water tbl'ougb the small por&a. The jetting of 

p1let, a1 an example, 1s merel)" the art1t1c1al creation of 

a "quick" condition to make the aand more fluid. 
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Hydraulic !Jradienfs 

Fig. 3 - Characteristic curves for hydraulic 

gradient and coefficient of permeability. 



Factor of Satetza 

The factor of aatet7 is to be chosen with reference 

to the geological details, uniformity of the foundation 

soil, stratified condition and extent of knowledge of the 

foundation conditions. It will then be dependent on judge

ment of field conditione and empirical data. Bea1dea there 

ar6 other conditions to be considered, such as formation 

ot scour hole at the toe of the spill-way dam d·ue to 

surface tlow which may incr•••• the exit gradient beyond 

the critical value. The exit gradient at the toe may also 
',.. ' 

be increased many times by the occurrence of local surges 

or waves which in action resemble the working of an inter

mittent pump. 

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT 

Determination of Uplift Preaeurea under the Base of the 

Dams and Exit Gradients. 

The general equation tor the potential function of 

two-41mena1onal seepage flow is given bya 

~ 6. 0 ••••• • • • • • •• (III- 8)U2+4JZ 
The first solution of a problem of two-dimensional motion, 

in which the motion 1e bounded partly by fixed plain walla, 

waa given by Helmholz. A solution of equation (III- 8) 

for any boundary conditione hae been made possible by the 
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method ~f contormal tranatormatione devised by Schwarz and 

Ohr1atotfel in 1869. 

General Formt 

If, under a tloor, a vertical obstruction like a line 

or sheet piles or wells is introduced, the configuration 

of stream linea and potential linea will be distorted. 

But it ia possible to bring back this distortion to the 

normal configurat1 on aa under a a 1mple floor bJ means of 

Sobwars Cbr1atottel transformation and the solution for 

pressure distribution under the floor can be arrived at. 

Solution in Caae ot no Sheet P111nga 

In Fig. ,., when u 1a the stream line function, 

2 2 
(x • b/2) 1 

1 •• • (III· 9)-----+ = 
(b/2coah u)2 (b/o-1e1r.b u)2 

When v 1a the pressure function, 

(% .. b/2)2 "12 
1 ••• ·(III· 10)- -----= 2

(b/2coa v) (b/2a1n v)2 

.(40)
Prof. larren eaver has derived simple solutions from 

these equations. 

The preaaure at anr point under the dam floor 1a, 

• • • (III- 11) 
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Total preaeure under base, 

F =H.ojb coa-l (2x•b) dx ;: Ho .b • • • • (III• 12)
1\ 0 b 2 

=average value of straight line ·assumption. 

Jloment of resultant preaaure : 
21~jbx coa• (lbt•b) dx • 3b •Ho ••• (III- 13) 

1f 0 b 16 

2
Moment arm - ! - Sb . Ho (III• 14)- - 16 

In case of straight line assumption, it 1s b/3. 

Dam with Stepped Floor and Sheet Piling at Any Point under 

the Base s 

The configuration ot stream and pressure linea will 

be distorted in such ease. It is possible to bring b~ck 

this distortion to the normal configuration aa shown in 

Fig. 4a, by means of Schwarz Ohr1stotfel tranatormation. 

The· fundamental general equation tor pressure dis• 

tribution under the foundation profile is as given belews 

•••• (III- 15) 



1n which, k a coa 0 · 

).: ~+~,
2 

~ • cosh 01 , ~ • cosh o2 , ~. d2 
dl-(\2 

sinh ~1 + k o1 =-11k b1 : - 11k S1 ,al-a2 

a1nbo2-ko2 =1fk b~ =7Tk62 and tan e-e :JTdal e 
•1 ( .Al - 1)Pr saure at E • PE : ~ coa ~ •••• (III- 16a) 

Pressure at C : Pc : ~ cQa-1 (¥) ..... (III• 16b) 

Preeaure at D a P • H cos·l (Al+k) .... (III-16c)
D 1f -;:

Solution tor Floor with Pile Line Any Whe~e Along the Floor& 

Prot. e ver'e aolutiona 

Origin (x : 0) ia taken at the position of pile line. 

In Fig. 4c, pre•aure at point p(x,O) • Hv(x,y)

' @ + • r: 2 :i·J1n wbicb, : lL coa-l Ald- vd +x 
1f d.A • • • (III ·17) 

_/ - bl b
o-1 ... cr , da : .;.. 

2~: Yl+-o<'1 . and La • V1~2 . 

A: Ll+~ =vi+ol12 ·... Ylto <1.22 . 

2 a 

Al s ~-~ & Vl.dl2 ·- vi... o(a2 . 

2 2 
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(C) - Dam will-. pile. line Qn'j whe,.e. alonlj -fhe floor:' 
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Preaaure along the abeet pile : p(O.y) 

: JL oos•l G;,d :t \412- fl • • • • (III- 18) 
~ ~ dA ::J 

The drop of preaaure at the sheet-piling; on the basis 

_ ot the line ot creep assumption, is ( 2R ) nd is inde
2~o<. 

pendent of the location of pile line. 

As per the mathematical solution, th line of or ep 

theory gives results too small for 1 L o.s and too large 

for f3 greater than o.s .. as regards the tottll uplift force. 

Forf3 a O, the error ranges from 20% ford. • 1, to 10% for 

o<.. • a. At~ : o.s, the error 1a zero. for any value of o< • 

Atft: 1.0, the error 1a about 8~ and does not depend very 

sensitively on the value of d. • 

Solution Vhen the Sheet•p111y Is at the Heel : 

Preaaure t point p(x,y) : -H v(x,y) 
1f 

=~ cos•l ld(l•A) +~2 + %~, , , , , , , (III- 19) 

where .A• 1 + ~i t~2' and d.* £ . 
The total upl~ft force on the base of the dam 1a given by, 

F • !;: cos·l ~1-A) + V42,..x2)x .. bH ' fi:-:1. (III• 20) 
1T 

0 
ax 2 v-;::
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(III· 21) 

+ (3A•4 )11:::;c_ C1r-2a1n·l 1~v--x-;-r ~ • 
III· 22) 

The above tormulaa permit one accurately to discuss 

the errors involved in the assumption of linear distribu

tion of preaaure and the line of creep theory ot Bligh. 

As regarda preaaurea, the line of creep theory assigns, in 

the case of piling at the heel, a pressure which ·dropa 

linearly to z•ro from the initial valuea 

H b • Hd- • • • • • • • ( III• 23)
2d- b 2i=A 

This initial value la uniformly larger than that given by 

the accurate formula. For o(: 1, the error is + 22 .4%, tor 

cf..: 2, the error is .,. 18!(, while for higher values of o<., 

the error fluctu tea slowly about • 16~. Total uplift 

force corresponding to the line of creep distribution 1a 

~ • ~. which ia different from the accurate value. 
2+o6 2 

The ranges ot error 1n total uplift and moment depend 

on the depth or piling as compared to the width of base. 

It piling were 4r1ven deeper than the base width ( o( L.l) , 

tbe errors 1n the line of creep assumption would be larger 

than those quoted above. 
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Determination ot Exit Gradient• and Uplift Preasurea Under 

the Baaea ot D&ma ot Standard Fo~•(Sl) . 

CASE I. 
Preaaure at 

I I 
U/Sj--b,

A E 

at c.P0a.!. eoa-l(_Al+l) 
1f VJ\ 

Floor w1tb pile
ltne at down
stream end with · 
step. 

CASE II. 

u/s 
----------~-( 

D/Sc1______ 
d, d2 

_j___ j __ 
D 

Single pile line 
with fall. 

: a coa-1 (1) : o. (III- 24b)
1f ' 

Preaaure at D.Poa ~ eoa-1 (I<+)\.A~ · 

: J!. ooa•l(2k + L1 • 1\ (III- 24e) 
1f Ll+i I 

Exit gradient at C : G (exit) 

• H • de • k • 1 
!2 al:a2 t-k ~ 

• B • k (III• 25)
ti • i)~ ta1 - 42 ) 

In tb1a case, A.: 1. 

k •
(1 ;. k) 

• H • k • 
- ~(!:--_...,.k....}- ca - d )

21 

(III- 26) 
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CASE III. 

P(:x,y) : 1f" dn·
1 1.fJ • • • • (III· 27) 

G(exit) at 0 • _R__ 

(1 - k}
d 

j__ - - H ,
D ---- • • (III• 28)

1fd 
Single pile line 
without fall~ as 1n the limit d1 a ~ • d, 

--::k=--- : ....!.._ and k : 0. 
(dl-d2) 1fd 

CASE IV. 

b ____J 
bt-i-- bz-l__Q[S.. PE : 1!. oos·1 (Al jl ) • • • (III• 29a.) 

E. c B 1f 

d P - H coe•l_j__ a-- e~l ;1 ) • • • (III- 29b)
-- 1f

D 

p • H eos·1 
D---rr (~) • • • (III- 29e) 

Floor w1 th 
sheet-p111ng 

· not at end. 
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G(e:x1t) at c 
H k 

: --.-('1---k-)VX- • "'!"'(d_l___c:t_ 

CASB V. 

_)Floor w1 th pile 2line at end. 

R=---'ffdV/1 

S1nee in the 11m1t, d1 • ~ a d 

CASE VI. 

':L~-- llh-·- b---j Dfj G(ex1t) at B : .2:_ • _:_ 
A B----8' 7fd .VA 

: _.!... • ..2:._ ~ 00 
7f.o VJ\ 

G(ex1t) along BB ' 

.. 2B • l 
Simple floor - rr b V(,r2~x~;~b)~2r-~l~1f1 thout any
cut-off wall 
or pile line. 

(III- 30a) 

(III• 30b) 

(III· 30c) 

(III• 31) 

(III.. 32) 

( III• 33a) 

(III- 33b) 
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CASE VII. 

U/5 A ~ :c D/5 ~ b •-----T=::::::::~::::::::::i-------
~, D 

Depreeatd Floor. 

Matheat1cally, pre1autte at l:>' • JD 1 : .Ji.. eoa•l(k), 
1f 

where k • coa g. The following formula baa been derived 

from the labarato~y xper1mentat 

¢n' : ¢fl • 2/3(,E - p$D) t 3/dv 2, ., ••• (III· 34) 

where ;D• • p$r~entage ot pressure at :0' 1n respect of the 
:": ·.·. . ' 

total initial pre•aure • .,...l'D' x 100, 

~ and ,E are given by equations as in ca•e v. 

G(ex1t) a 0.84 • PD' • • • • • • • (III- 35) 
d 

PLOOR ITH TWO OH MORE LINES QP SHEET PILING 

The theoretical aolution tor such caaea ia very com

plex. The valuea ot prea•ure distribution under the floor 

in auch oaees can be arr1ve4 at by two processes. 
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1. BJ experiment• with hydraulic or electric modele. 

2. BJ lhoala'a method of independent var1ablea(22 >, that 

1a, the independent aolutiona (or the a1mple standard 

forma and combining the ettecta of the aame with cor• 

rectiona tor mutual interterence of the various pile 

linea. The valuea aa obtained from the standard equa• 

tiona and tbe plate chart~a are to be corrected tors 

(a) the mutu 1 interference of p1lea, 

(b) the floor thickness, 

(c) the slope of the floor. 

The mutual 1nterfer$nce ot p.1lea ts given by the formula, 

c: 19, ~- d of. D , -- • • • • • ••• (III• 36)Vbo b 

where 0 e the correction to be applied aa perce~tage ot 
head, 

b'a d1atance between the two pile linea, 

D ... the depth of pile wboae influence baa to be 
- det r m1ned on the neighboring pile of depth d, 

d • the d.epth of pile on which the effect of pile 
- D is to be determined, 

b : total floor length. 
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CBA.PTER IV 

MODEL EXPERIJIEB"l'S 

It ma~ be taken aa eatabl1abed that both tor purpoaea 

ot dea1gn and tor aubaequent field analra1a ot data. the 

preaaure d1atr1but1on under any atructure aa derived 

mathematically or aa given by the hydraulic or electric 

model will represent such distribution under the tull size 

field atructure. Tb1a appl1ea to ao1la which are homo

geneous or very nearly so. In caaea or non-homogeneous 

soils, the reaulta derived trom mathematical solutions or 

models can, at beat, be approximate, as it is almost 

tmpoaa1ble to ascertain in detail all the elementa ot non

homogeneity under anr big structure and, therefore, the 

simulation of such conditione on the models can not in all 

cases be done with any great degree of accuracy. 

Experiment• on hydraulic modele and electric analogy 

trara were oarr1ed out in the Punjab Irrigation Reaearcb 

Institute (India) for several standard torma. The experi·· 

mental reaulte were compared with the theoretical valuea. 

The reaults obtained on modele agree with those derived 

mathematically. Therefore, the experimental work done on 

theae modele served to give an experimental confirmation ot 

the mathematical formulae. There are, however, many 

complicated floor prot11ea which are either mathematically 
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.' · ·..indeterminate or too laborioua. These caaea can be solved 

by model experiments with a fair degree ot accuracy. 

The experimental data, regarding distribution of 

pressure under the standard forms as shown 1n the Figures 
(23)

5, a, 7 and 8, were obtained by Va1dh1anathan • The 

results are incorporated in Tables 5, 6, 7 and a (Appen... 

dix A) . 

The general feature which is noticeable in each case 

is that th insertion of a pile anywhere results in heading 

up or inereas . of pressure upstream and a draw-down or 

.. . reduct~on of pressure downstream. The main influence is 

confined to a radius equal to the depth of the pile. At 

twice that radius, the influence becomea negligible. The 

hydraulic gradient line between any two corners is very 

nearly a straight line, in any case, the departure from a 

straight line is small and may be neglected in designa. 
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Models of single sheet pile without aprons. Unequal
fill on two si4es. 

Stream lines and 
pressure c.ontours. 

Cl:i:' -·----
:.·J. ~ .. ..~ ... rJ'l..;:, 

w . · -. ;. ! 
~ ... " ..._ >.lJ~-· .,(a) Single she~t pile \! ~~ ~ 

~ .... -• • ., ~ ;·... .. ' ~ 

':;1 \~Length : 6 ..... :c. 
-~~-;Drop : 2 · 0 .. ~- ~ .. Cl: 

l;r . J: 
~:( ;.

·' 
G} .. .. 

!31 

rn '1:•1 
'j.t,'.m ~!T. !l'l >:!: 

Stream lines and 
pressure contours. 

(b) Single sheet pile 
Length : 6 
Drop : 5 

The instances for such cases are cofferdams with 
pumping and excavation within, ordinary wells during
sinking, abutments of bridges and aqueducts. The 
results will also determine the stability of the walls 
should erosion or scour occur close to them. 

Fig. 5 - Models of sheet pile showing seepage
flow and uplift pressure distribution. 
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(a) Single sheet pile without 
aprons. Equal fills on 
both sides. 

Length of pile =5 
Stream lines and 
pressure contours./00------------

E -- --- -- ----- 0% 

's------------iT------------s 
90 10 

as IS 

Bo 20 

zs 

70 65 60 ss 

(b) Floor w1 th sheet pile, 
not at the ends. 
Floor : 12 
Central sheet pile : 4 

Stream lines. 

70 6S 60 SS SO 4~· 4 0 3S .JO 

Fig. 6 - Models of simple foundat~on profiles
of dams showing seepage flow and. 
uplift pressure distribution under floor. 
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(a) Floor with sheet pile 
not at errls. 

Floor - 12 
Sheet pile : 4 

Stream lines. 

tSS CSO SS SO 4 5 40 3S 30 

(b) Floor with sheet pile at 
the downstream end or 
toe with step (case of 
scour at the toe). 

Stream lines. 

Length of floor : 4 
Length of pile =5 
Depth of scour : 1 

Fig. 7 - Models of dam profiles showing seepage
flow pattern and uplift pr ure 
distribution under floor. 
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(a) Floor with sheet pile 

at the heel end. 
Length of floor : 12 
Length of pile : 4 

Stream lines. 
100 

llo 

llo 

.. 

I 
I 
I 

ss fso •s •o 
51 ·2 

3.5 30 

(b) Floor with unequal sheet
piles at the heel and toe. 

Stream lines. 

Length of floor : 12 
Length of u/s sheet pile : 3 
Length of D/s sh~t pile : 1 

Fig. 8 - Models of dams showing seepage 
stream lines and uplift pressure
distribution under the floors. 
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Mr. Sel111'1( 35 ) has also carl'1ed out aome experimenta on 

the electric analogy models in the University of California. 

His re&lta agreed with those of the experimente done in 

Punjab and by Jl:r. Harza. 

In hia exper1menta, the advantage ot an upatream cut-. 

ott wall in r.tduc1ng the uplift .force bae been demonstrated. 

A downstream cut-ott wall tenda to increase the uplift 

farce and hence to off•eet the value of the upstream cut• 

off wall. Tbe downatream cut-ott wall is necessary tor 

sate exit gradient to prevent flotation, formation ot 

piping and undermining beneath the dam. 

When the thickness ot the stratum or poroua material 

under a dam 1• greater than the base width, the diatr1bu• 

tion o~ the uplift preaaure ia essentially the same aa in 

the case of porous medium of infinite depth. 

DOSLA'S DTBOD OF INDBPBJU)ENT VARIABIBS FOR 

DBTERMINA'riOtl OF UPLIFT PRESSURE ANI> EXIT 

GRADIENTS UNDER COIIILEX FLOOR PROFILES ( 22 ) 

There are complete mathematical and experimental 

solutions f .ot'> tbe simple atandard tornut or the floor p:ro

t1lea, auch ••• 

(a) A stepped horizontal floor with a pile line at the · 

step, but no depression of the tloor in the sub-ao11. 

(b) A horizontal floor with a pile line anywhere along 



ita baee, but no depression. 

(c) A horilontal tloor with depreea1on in the lub•ao11, 

but no pile line. 

(d) A horizontal floor wttb no depreas1on and no pile. 

(e) A vertical pile line with equal or unequal fills on 

the two aidea or no fill on the downstream aide. 

These are the basic ,elementary forms. Theoretical 

so.lut1otla w'111 become indeterminate, if two or more or 

these elementary forms are gro\lped together. In practice,. 

the usual dam ·aeotions rarely con!orm to any single 

elementary form. They consist ot a combination of almost 

all the torm.a me.nt1oned above. 

In t .h1a method, a complex profile or a dam section !a 

apllt up into ita elementary atan4ard forma. Each elemen

taey form 1a then trea.ted ae independent of tbe others. 

The prea1urea are then read ott at the key pointe, that is# 

the junction po!nt.a or the floor and pile line of any 

particular elementary form. The readings at these juncticn 

points are corrected !ora 

(a) the mutual interference ot p1lee, 

(b) floor thickness, and 

(c) the al·ope of the floor, it any. 

Por simplicity or calculation, the uplift pressure 

curves tor the eaeential forma are grouped in one single 

plate (Plate 2). The calculated and experimental reaulta 

are compared 1n Table a 9 and 10 (Appendis A). 
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Chart I - Curves for calculating
exit gradients. 
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Chart II Curves for calculating the 
pressure distribution at the 
key points under a dam profile. 
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DRAINAGE OF SEEPAGE PLOW 

The principle of drainage can be applied both to re

duce upward pressure and to increase the factor of aatety 

against flotation at the toe. For safe discharge of the 

seepage water, the 1urtace drainage muAt follow the 

principle of an inverted sanitary water filter. There 

should be at leaat two layers of sand and one of gravel 

screened to such s1zea that the material of one layer c1n 

not penetrate into tb porea of the next layer above. 

The eftect 9t s~tace drainage or weep-holea in the 
, I ,, 

down~at~eam apron baa be•n 1nveat1gated b7 Mr. L. F. 

Barsa(l4) 1n the electric analogy tray. The results are 

shown 1n Fig. 9. As a result of draining the 15th 1neh 

apace ot a 20 inchea foundation without heel er toe 

shee~ing, the uplift preasure curve to the point of drain• 

age ia the basic s- curve with the base reduced to three• 

fourths length. Beyond the point o! drainage a small 

uplift pressure is resumed w1th a curve tangent to the 

vertical at the toe. This results 1ri an infinite upward 

exit gradient at the immediate toe as in the basic s
curve. In Fig. 9(b) the same conditions are repeated 

except w1th a length ot toe sheeting equal to b/5. The 

aheet1ng baa no effect up.etream from the drainage al'¥1 

serves prineipallr to change the ahape ot preaaure curve 
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6 

lbl Toe Sheetin& Only; b · 5d(a: I No Cut-off Walls 

H H.o-o.t25 cr  o.625 

o.'2 o0.2 
Coefficient of H 

ldl Heel and Toe Sheelln& ; b · 2.!Kl' 1<1 Heel and Toe ShHtma. b • 5d 

G~ 0.35!{; 

1•1 HHiand Toe Shee tma . b . 2.5d 

o.2b0.2 
Coefficient of H 

Fig. 9 Effect of drainage on a dam 
with horizontal base. 
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at the t ·oe to give a finite exit gradient. Comparing thia 

with the same deaign without drainage, the reduction in 

escape gradient 1a found to be from O.l9H/d to O.l25H/d, 

or a decrease of 34~. 

In Fig. 9(c) are shown heel and toe cut-ofta (ba6d) 

with drainage one inch long tmmediately ahead of the toe 

cut•otf; th$ reeulting upward toe exit gradient ia 

o.l25~d • . The reaults or the teat made ot a dam with 

8-inch heel and toe aheetinga, 1n which b : 2.5d, with one 

1neb drainage strip are abown 1n Fig. 9(d). The toe exit 

gradient is 0.4H/b aa compared with 0.6H/b without drain• 

age. This teat waa repeated with a 2•1nch drainage strip 

immediately abo~e the toe sheeting which resulted in a 

sx-adient of 0.35H/b. It was again repeated with drainage 

along the upper 2 inches of the toe aheet1ng as well aa 

2 inches of the adjacent baae width and the upward toe 

gradient waa 0.35E/b, that 1a unchanged from the laat one. 

Regarding drainage, there are two schools ot op1niona, 

one generally for and the other, against it. But the 

drainage providea a useful factor of aatety, especially 1n 

uncertain ground and should be utilized where complete 

sealing ott the seepage flow regardles4 of construction 

economy ia not or utmost importance. 

The modern opinions tend to the principle of 

1mpoa1ng effective resistance to the seepage through such 
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a distance aa 1a required until the quantity or leakage ia 

autticiently reduced and then providing ample art1t1cial, 

permanent and well constructed drainage worka which will 

relieve it, ae much aa poaaible through controlled route 

where ita escape will be •aa1er than through the tounda

t ion terial and where 1 t can do no harm. Only the 

eaoape ot aeepag• through the tine material 1a haaardoua 

nd ao it 1a advisable to provide a safe route than thr~ 

the foundation material iteelt. 

Any pervious atratum or lenee that may conduct e.x

cesa1ve preaaure beneath a dam, poasibly to burst upward 

into tail-water, should be intercepted by cut-oft wall or 

blanketed a pron ne r the heel and then near the toe it 

should be drained as freely ae posaible. The line of safe 

escape may be created by drainage relief wells, intercept

ing trench, inverted filter under or in the apron or at toe 

of the dam alo the down-stream race of the toe sheeting 

and the seepage water led to a drainage aump away from th• 

toe of the dam. Tb1s will e11minate the burating or float

ing teniency ot the up-flow through the foundation matet-1al 

1taelt 1n an unstable situation requiring such precaution. 

Impervious blankets, blanket and longitudinal drains, 

cut-ofts and drainage relief wells are the seepage control 

expedients which ~ engineer should try to blend so aa to 

form an adequate and economical dea!gn. 
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CHAPTER V · 

TBE EFFECT OF BLANKETS ON SEEPAGE THROUGH PERVIOUS 

FOUNDATIONS 

In the 4ea1gn of earth dams built on perv1ou• founda• 

tions, there appears to be a trend toward the control of 

seepage through the foundation by construction or an up

stream blanket or vertical ou.t.ott wall connected to the 

impervious section of the dam and providing drainage tor 

the downatream section of the dam by borisontal drains or 

by a system ot vertic 1 drainage relief wells. In dams 

where the oontrol of seepage 1a undertaken primarily to 

inereaae the stability of the structure, rather than to 

reduce seepage losses to a minimum, tni·s type of design 

offers several advantages over a central impervious core 

1n the dam and a cut•off through the foundation. 

In the latter design, practically all the hydrostatic 

prea•ure or the reservoir 1a e%erted on the central oore 

and cut- oft and the downatream part of the dam must have 

alopea autt1c1ently flat to withstand the full pressure 

ot the reservoir . It the reservoir bead is dissipated 

through a blanket and upstream impervious section, a much 

larger portion or the dam ia effective in offering rea1a

t.anc·e to the hydrostatic preaaure.. oreover, the pervious 

foundation is maintained at a relatively low hydrostatic 
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potential by the combined action ot the upstream blanket 

and the downstream drainage eyetem. If an exeeae of 

impervious material ~suitable for embankment construction 

1a available, the important advantage of the blanket lfee 

1n .the econolll1o use of waste material, rather than 1n the 

uee ot a ooatl7 out.oft wall.. Quite commonly the alluvial 

deposit in. a river valley oonsiata ot a stratum of sand 

and gravel over:..la1n by a surface layer of relatively 

impervious t1ner soils. It 1a advantageous. to leave such 

a blanket in place for seepagft oon.trol. 

Mr. P. T. Bennet (l) has. presented the :mathematical 

analysis of flow through blankets baaed on idealized as.. 

sumptions as to the ~1formity of permeability end thick• 

ness of the pervious stratum and: blanket, 

Since the natural deposits of soile cannot be expec

ted to be uniform in thickness or permea.b111 ty and since 

the determination of the permeability of such de~oaita 

can r .esult at best only 1n a good approximation, the 

formulae in the paper do not represent accurately the 

actual conditions ot flow and potential distribution under 

e. dam. However, the aame aoureea ot error are preaent in. 

the analya1• of flow by modele, ao the analytical methoCl 

for blanket studies may be preferred when the foundation 

consists of a single pervious layer~~ If the foundation is 

separated into two or more distinct pervious strata by 
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1mpe~1oua lenaea, a model etudy would be the better method 

to 1nveat1gate the resulting complex tlow pattern. 

The advantages or upstream blanket are reduction 1n the 

uplift pressures 1n the seepage emergence zone and some re

duction !n the quantity of seepage. These apply particu

larly to dama holding a permanent pool where the blanket 

is protected by the water above and where the head lost 

through the blanket exerts a toroe compressing the blanket 

and thus increasing ita impermeability. 

In contrast to dame hold1ng a permanent pool, an up

stream blanket is not quite as advantageous tor flood 

control dams where water ie stored only intermittently 

with frequent rapid draw•downa of the pool and where the 

volume or loas from seepage is seldom important. In tbeae 

cases, thicker blankets are apt to be necessary, aa the 

trequent exposures of the blanket during non-storage 

periods offer opportunities for erosion and in the colder 

climates, for loosening the upper p rt of the blanket by 

frost and thus substantially reducing ita impermeability. 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

Aaaumpti ona: 

(1) Tbe ratio of permeability of the pervious stratum to 

the natur 1 or artificial top stratum of blanket is 

at least lOal or greater. If the ratio 1a small, the 

assumption that the seepage flow 1• vertical through 
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the blanket and horizontal through the pervious founda

tion may not be warranted. 

(2) ~ ratio of the path ot travel of seepage water to the 

thickness of the pervious stratum 1a relatively great. 

(3) There is only a alngle pervious stratum which 1a 

largely responsible for the under-seepage flow. 

(4) 'l'he horizontal flow through the embankment of dam 

structure 1a relatively small ae compared with that 

through the pervious foundation stratum. 

Notationsz 

X • horizontal distance measured positive 1n the dir

ection of flow; dx • an element or the distance x. 
Xr: resistance of a blanket, being the effective 

length of the path of flow under the blanket. 

z =thiclmess of a blanket when the thickness 1a 

variable. 

Zo: thickness ot blanket at X : o. 
zb• thickness of blanket when it is constant. 

Zr: thickneas of the foundation stratum. 

S • Z/X, the slope of tbe surface of a triangular 

blanket. 

Kb: permeability of the blanket material which in

fluences the vertical seepage path. 

Kr: permeability of the foundation material which 
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influences tbe horizontal seepage path. 

qb: vertical flow per unit width through the blanket. 

dqb : element of vertical flow through an element 

dx of the blanket. 

qt= bori~ontal flow. per unit width, through the 

foundation. 

qr0:1nflow to the foundation at the upstream end of 

the blanket. 

h =head loss through the blanket, 

: head lo-ss at specified points in the foundation, 

b0 a head loss through the blanket at point X • o. 
hn= a constant factor for computing h. determined by 

the relationship between the blanket and the flow 

ayatem aa a whole. 

n : an arbitrary constant defining the profile of 

curved blanket aurtacea. 

: coefficient of blanketed tranamisai• 

bility. 

Referring to Chart 3• at any point x. under the blan• 

ket~ the horizontal flow through the foundation ia equal 

to .the flow through the blanket upstream from that point, 

plus the inflow under the upstream end of the blanket. 

That 1a, qf ~xdqb + q10 •••••• (V- l) 
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The vertical tlow dqb through a amall element ot the 

blanket of length dx and tb1ckneaa ~~ var1ea~ according to 

Darcy's Law~ directly with the head loaa h and inversely 

with blanket thickness Zb~ so that, dqba kb.dx.h • (V• 2)
zb 

In the interval d.X, the horizontal flow in the 

pervious stratum 1s increased by an amount equal to the 

vertical inflow dqb, thus, 

dqr : dqb =Kb.h • • • • • • • • • • • (V- :5) 
ax ax Zb 
qf : Kt.Zr • • • • • • • • • • • (V- 4a) 

dqr • Kr.Z.r • • • • • • • • • • • (V• 4b) 

-dx 

From equation (V- 3), d2h: Kb.h • • ••••• (V- 4c) 
dx2 zb.Kt.Zt 

Uaing the notation~ a ~/ Kb for blanket or 
vzb·~ta·zr 

' uniform tbicknesa and for blanket of 

variable thickneaa, 

d2b : a2h ••••••••••••••• (V• 5a)-c1x2 

and d2h : o(.b • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (V- 5b) 
dx2 zb 

For a b~ket of constant tblckneaa and infinite 

horizontal extent, the solution of Eq. (V- Sa) 1a, 

h • eax • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (V- 6)h 0 

http:zb.Kt.Zt
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1n which ho is the head loss through the blanket at point 

X : 0 which, in this case, is at the downstream end of the 

blanket. By differentiation, 

dh - ah eax - ah • • • • • • • • • • • • (V• '7a)
-- 0 ....dx 

d2h • a2•"'•eax :. a2h . . . .. . . . . (V-7b)~ 

dx2 

The rea1atanoe ~ ts a measure of the etfic1ency of 

the blanket. It may be defined aa the length of a priam 

of the foundation material of tbiokneaa Zr and permeab111t,y 

Itt, which, under head loss of h.. would carry a flow equi

valent to the flow which paasea the blanket system under 

the same head loss. 

h • 
xr =mr-ax 

. 1 ~.a,.zr'For this case, Xr : ~h : _ : ": . . • • • (V- a)
an a kb 

The above equation may be used to eatimate the effeot1ve

nesa of a natural surface layer aa a blanket when none of 

the fine material 1s removed for borrow pita and all the 

seepage enters tbe substratum by percolation through the 

blanket. 

Ir part of the natural blanket ia removed, the sub

stratum is exposed directly to full reservoir head and a 

]».rt of the flow enters the foundation sand at the upper 

limit of the blanket. For such ease, the solution of Eq. 
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~v-sa) 1a, 

h =bn(ea.x - .-u) • • • • • • • • • • (V• 9a) 

db s 
di 

•ho(eax + e•ax) • • • • • • • • • (V- 9b) 

d2h: a2~(e&..X- e•U) !! a2.h • • • • • (V- 9o) 
dx2 

- (e2ax - 1) ••• (V- 10)- a(e2ax + 1) 

In Eqs. (V- 9a) and (V- 10}, X : 0 at the upstream 

edge of the blanket and ~ is a constant depending on the 

total he d loss of the system of which the blanket is a 

part and on the ratio of the blanket resistance to the 

remainder ot the aystem. The value of hn is determined 

after computation of a definite value ot b t the lower 

end ot the blanket using the relation between ah, Xd and 

Xr indicated graphically 1n Cha~t 3. 

0rd1nu1ly for the upstream blanket, the pressure dis

tribution under the blanket ie not of great interest and 

the computation of constants need not b made, since deter

mination or Xr is all that 1a necessary for the estimation 

ot pressure under tbe dam or for computat1 on of the approx

imate horizontal flow or discharge per linear foot of dam 

which is, 

<~r - Kr-. Zr· ~h • • • • • • • • • • • (V- 11) 

Xr+Xa 
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The curvea in Chart 3 give values ot ~ computed trom 

X and 'a' b;y the use of Eq. (V- 10). The eurvea tor Xr 
and zt, •X are plotted on the a- scale and X• scale, and the 

Ot 
curves for ~ are plotted on the a- scale andoC- sc le. 

It is apparent trom these characteristics curves that the 

ratio of reaistance to blanket length, for an;y value of a, 

decreaaea rapidly aa the length ia extended beyond that 

indicated bJ the diagonal line ax : f2 and that very little 

benefit ia to be gained either by leaving a natural 

blanket in place to great distances above a dam or by the 

construction of an artificial blanket of uniform thickneaa 

and exceeaive length. 

Tbeae conolua1ona abow that, it a blanket is to be 

built, ita thickness probably should be reduced at the 

upstream where the blanket is relatively inettect1ve and 

increased near the dam interposing n additional thick

ness of impervious material where the head losa through 

the blanket is greatest. 

This procedure would result in a blanket of triangu

. lar section. tor which the resistance may be determined 

bJ SX tor zb 1n Eq. (V- 5b), s being the elope of the 

blanket surface and X, the blanket length measured from 

ita upstream edge. The aolut1on is aa tollowa& 
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h • bnlx t r}.. X2 .. dv2 • x3 ~·. • t o,.<n-1). xn I (V- l2a)

L 21 s 213132 (n-1) In l stn-i)_j 

... ..... . .,. q., Cn•l) . x(n- 2) I (V- 120 ) 

{n-2)1(n-l)ls(n~ 

s.x (V- 13) 
7 

The value of xr =·.h_ : x - d..X2 +o£.2x3 - 11 o<.3x4 t 19o<.:'x 5 

~ 25 3s2 4883 12os4 
dx 

Therefore, Eq. (V- 12a) aatistiea the Eq . (V- 14)
(V-5b) tor the triangular blanket. 
The numerical difficulties involved in computing the re

sistance of a triangular section can be avoided by sub• 

stituting a vertically curved surface profile, 

~ 1 ftxs • • • • • • • • (V• 15) 
nn-1) 

for the tangent profile zb =sx. 
This substitution is made only to facilitate computations 

and it is not recommended that the profile of the blanket 

should be so curved . There is very alight deviation 

between the curved and triangular profiles and hence the 

triangular section can be safely adopted. 
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As per Eq .. (V•l5), b : ~.xn • • • • • • • .. (V- l6a) 

db : n.bn.x<n-1) • • •• (V~ 16b)-dx 

d2b : n(n•l).~.x(n-a) •• (V• l6c) 
d%2 

The res1$tance : Xr : h • X • • .. • • (V• 17) 
dh/dx -n 

From the comparisons of the values of Xr· for triangu• 

lar sections with thos~ for the unitorm sections, it ap

pears tmt the resistance ot a triangular section is ap

proximately- equal to that of a rectangular section of the 

same end area, if the length of the latter is one-half 

the length of the triangular section. Considering the 

fact that the basic data used in the computations will be 

only approximately correct, the approximate values of the 

resistance of a triangular aection are in sutt1e1ently 

close agreement to justify the use of either Eq. (V - 10) 

or Eq. (V• 17) in estimating the efficiency of this type 

of blanket. 

Since Chart 3 is approximately applicable to 

triangular sections 1! the base length is considered to 

be 2X, it appears that either the triangular or rectangu

lar shape may be used ~1th equal effectiveness. For 

•ither section a considerable departure may be made from 
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the theoretical optimum dim&na1ona without great loaa of 

efficiency. TherefoJ>e, the teaaib111ty or construction 

should govern the dimensions of a blanket, aa long as 

the extremes of inefficiency represented by the ends of 

the xr- curves are avoided. 

The above development neglects the fact that the 

seepage paths are confocal curved linea in the pervious 

stratum. Because ot this phenomenon, the piezo-metric 

mads along the upper pal't of the pervious deposit will 

be somewhat leas at the r1vera~e toe of the embankment, 

or upstream heel of the dam and greater at the down• 

stream toe, aa compared with the heads obtained from the 

mathematical studies. But the mathematical analyaia 

presents the general principles involved in the design 

of blankets. The application of thea principles to 

blanket problema, although not leading to exact results, 

will provide in many cases en improved method of 

eatimating the blanket performance ... 
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CHAPTER VI 

RELIEF WELLS 

In nature, the alluvial deposita usually grade from 

fine materials near the ground surface to coarser materiala 

in lower portions of the strata. Aa a result, the lower 

parts of the deposits forming the foundations are much 

more perv1oua than the upper parts. Due to the stratifi· 

cation and excessive depth of sand formation, the instal

lation of sheet-piling, or cut-offs only, may not be 

effective. In such cases, deep drainage facilities are 

necessary for relieving high uplift pressure downstream 

ot the dam and thus preventing dangerous boils. After 

considerable experimentation both in the field and in the 

laboratory, the method of drainage relief wells baa been 

adopted recently which permits exit of the water down

stream of the dam 1n such ,a manner that the uplift 

pressures and exit gradients are reduced to sate value. 

The primary function of a system of drainage wells 

is to provide pressure relief and drainage for water under 

hydrostatic pressure in a pervious substratum. For 

efficient operation as a means of relieving substratum 

pressures, the relief well must be designed to: (a) offer 

little resistance to the flow of water into and out of . the 

well; (b) prevent infiltration of sand or foundation 

material into the well; (o) resist the deteriorative 
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action of the water and soil; and (d) w1thst nd the earth 

pressure. Some of the factors which should be consldered 

in the selection of material for the screen and the riser 

pipe are& (1) corrosiveness of the soil and water; (2) 

expected operation of the wells; (3) method of install&• 

t1on; (4) size and depth of well; (5) durability under 

water and alternate wetting and drying; (6) crushing 

strength and (7) types or joints for joining the various 

sections. A variety of materials which may be used as 

drainage wells are& brass, wrought iron, aluminum, east 

iron, galvanized pipe, plastic, cement asbestos, bitumi

nous fibre, concrete, clay tile, porous concrete and wood. 

The materials should be used after ascertaining whether 

they will withstand the corrosive action of the soil and 

water in which they will be placed. 

In view of the teat experience, Mr . c. I. .fan.sur, 

Engineer, u. s. Waterways Experiment Station, Vickabur&(2B) 

has recommended that materiala, such aa brass, stainless 

steel, east 1ron and special metal alloys, clay t1le and 

wood are to be preferred tor relief wells. 
(30)

Mr. T. A. Jiddlebrooks bas mentioned that at 

Fort Peck, Montana , the ground water in the pervious 

strata was h1ghly alkaline and was tound unsatisfactory 

for water supply purposes before the dam was built. The 

slotted black pipe used in the temporary installation 
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during World ar II started failing because of complete 

deterioration or the metal 1n about two years. At this 

dam, slotted wooden pipes have been used 1n the subse

quent permanent installations. He recommends that only 

non-corrosive materials , such as wood, chemical resistant 

vitr11'1ed clay, stainless steel and other highly resis• 

tant metals should be used. 

The wells , including screen, riser and discharge 

pipe, should have an inside diameter which will permit 

maximum design flow without head loss of more than i toot 

to 1 foot or water, depending on the residual pressure 

permissible 1n the design. According to ~nsur, the 

inside diameter, under no e1rcumstances, be leas than 2.5 

inches. But according to Middlebrooks, large wells (6 

inches minimum inside diameter) are necessary for highly 

efficient operation. For hydraulic considerations the 

screen section of wells up to 6 inches in diameter should 

have at least 25 holes or ten slots with an open area of 

at least 3 aquare inches to 8 square inches per linear 

foot of screen. For design purposes, the screen openings 

should be equal to or less than the 7ofo size of the 

foundation sand or filter gravel . 

As per the experience and test-data based on the 

'' ~ experiments by lanaur, the gravel filter• around a perfor.. 

ated screen pipe should have a thickness of at least 4 
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inches nsae,ured radiallY from tbe outer e1rcumfe~enee of 

the pi.pe •. The filter material .should be washed gravel or 

eru~hed stone composed o.f hard. tough and durable 

particles. The gradation of the filter material will 

depend on the foundaticn aand being drained. The gravel 

should be of a size and gradation that w1ll prevent in• 

WAlSh of an appr•o1able quantities of aand i.nto the well 

and alao of a ~i&e and gradation which will be retained 

by the screen section of the well. The ttl ter should alao 

be considerably more pervious than the foundation sand . 

These filter requi~ementa may be met by a filter which con• 

forms to the following criteria 1 

15~ si&e ot filter ..· L 4 to
§5 ali e ot foundation 

In addition to meeting these criteria, filters should 

be gradod uniformly without any lack or excesa. of particlet 

of any particular size. To minimize segregation during 

placement under water. the ·fi.lter should be as uniform as 

po.ssible and yet me$t the atorem•ntioned criteria • 

There are many pervious foundations that are sutf1c• 

1ently well graded and which contain. sufficient gravel to 

permit the inftallation of perforated well pipe without 
,. J ~-

' ' 
an ·art1t,1c1al f1lt er. Following 1nstallat1on, such welle 

should be developed by pumping and aurging so as to build 

u~ a pervious filte:r around the well screen. The perfora• 

tiona in the screen for a well of this type should be of 
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suft1c1e.nt size to parmit the imraah ot sand within the 

immediate vicinity of the well and yet to hold back the 

larger gravel particles, which thws build up a natural 

tilt er. 

Porous concrete pipe may alao be used as a filter 

around perforated pipe screens. It porous concrete pipe 

is uaed as a filter. it should be fitted closely around 

the inner pipe and should have a wall thickness of at 

least 1 inch and preferably greater . It should drain 

the foundation material freely without inwash of sand 

(this should be checked by laboratory tests prior to 

ins tallati on) • The 7(Y/, size of aggregate used 1n the 

manufacture of the pipe should be greater than the per

forations or the inner pipe. 

DESIGN OF RELIEF LL SmTE 

In view of the potential danger of seepage bolls at 

the toe of dama and levees, a large research program on 

the relief of uplift pressure was undertaken by the 

Misaiaaippi River commission and the u. s. Waterways 

Experiment Station at Vicksburg, iss. The research con

sisted largely of hydraulic models and electric models 

botb for designing ell systems as a whole and for check

ing well inflow losses. These models yielded valuable 

information concerning relief well design which has been 

http:suft1c1e.nt
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suoceesfull y applied to several earth dams . 

Messrs . T. A. Middlebrooks and • H. Jervis(29 ) have 

furnished an interesting paper on the design of relief 

wells tor dams and levees with both the mathematical 

analysis and test results based on hydraulic and electric 

model experiments. The tests data have shown the follow

ing important facts s 

1. The length of the strainer bas more effect on the 

effectiveness of the well system than any other factor . 

2 . Tbe seepage quantity falls off rapidly and the head mid· 

way between the wells rises hlgh as the penetration 

drops below 25% or the thickness of the pervious 

stratum. 

3 . The wel l size and spacing bav• onl:r minor over•all 

effects, within the limits studied, provided the wel ls 

are large enough to carry off the seepage quantity . 

The basic design factors for an ·installation of wells 

may be summarized as follows • 

1 . Determination of the permissible substratum pressures 

at and behind the line of wells . 

2 . The degree of natural pressure relief resulting from 

seepage through the top stratum and flow of water into 

underground storage behind the structure. 

3. The effective distance from the source ot underaeepage . 

4. The permeability and thickness of the sub- stratum. 
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5. !he discharge of the well system necessary to provide 

the desi.red degree of pressure relief. 

e. Design of the surface storage system to take care of 

th$ well d iacharge. 

7. Selection of an efficient and economical type or well 

which will handle the neeeaaary discharge without ex• 

eess1ve bead losses and which will continue to function 

witb a minimum of maintenanee. 

8. Determination of the well diameter, spacing and pene• 

tration best suited to the requir>ements of the particu

lar job. 

MATBED.'l'ICAL ANALYSIS 

{32)
Dr. M. Muskat . ' bas determined the mathematical 

treatment for the design of multiple well systems ani 

ressrs. w. H. Jarvis am P. T. Bennett(2 ) have developed 

some formulae based on Muskat' s equations for the design 

of relief well systema and their spacing and pressure 

dis tr1but1on. 

Assumptions a l• There is an infinite array of wells 

along the dam for the purpose of 

fundamental repreeentat1on of the 

pressure distribution. 

2. All the flow from a line source is 
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discharged through the wells and th 

residual gradient behind the wells is 

zero. 

Notations a a ~ distance between zero.-
d • distance of the line of wells from the 

line source. 

p • preaaure at any point (X, Y). 

x : distance measured parallel to the line 

of wells. 

"1 • distance measured normal to the line of 

wells. 

e : pressure at the line source. 

r 11r: well radius. 

q a flux coett1e1ent. 

Q =d1s~harge per well. 

f • viscosity- of the fluid. 

~ pressure differ ntial between the line 

source and the wells : (h1+~). 
h1: the difference ot bead between the line 

source and the average bead in the plane 

of wells. 

ba= the difference or he ad between the aver• 

age head in the plane ot wells and the 

head at wells. . 
the difference of head between the bead~= 
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at the mid-point between the wella and 

the average head 1n the plane of wells. 

Pw: head in the wells. 

P8 a average head in the plane of wells. 

Pm: the head at m1d•po1nt between wells.• 

k : ooett. of permeability. 

z : thiekne as of the pervious stratum. 

• eoa 21f'X/~ •• (VI- 1) 
... cos 21fX7~ 

••• • ••••••• • • (VI- 2) 
11l'w> 

Again, p(X:, Y) : q ~og cosh 21T'(Y-d)/a • cos 27fX/j(vi- 3) 

or p : q log 2 t 2q log 1fr/a, ••• (VI- 4) 

where r represents the distance from the well and 

p, the pressure very near any particular well, such 

as the one lying on the Y- axis. 

Here Q • • • • • • • • • • • (VI• 5a) 

Considering )' : 1, Q : 41fk.Z.q. • • • • • • • (VI-. 5b) 

or • • • • • • (VI- 6) 

At a distance from the line of wells equal to the well 

spacing, the above expressions for p approach very 

closely a linear function. Therefore, below the line of 
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wells, the pressure eurve approaehee the tangent, 

p • C + q(-4~d/a) • • • • • • • • • • • (VI• 7) 

and above the 11n_e of wells, 

p : C + q(·4~/a} ••••••••••• (VI- 8) 

These two tangents intersect at the line of wells, 

so h1 : ( O•p) a 41fd.g. • ~ ••• • •• • •• (VI- 9) 
a ~ 

From Eq. (Vt- 2), ~p • (hl • ~) * _i~flog • + 21fc!l 
~L Z1ii; a~ 

(VI• 10) 

h2 : 4 log .--! • • • • (VI- 11) 
. 21fk • Z · · 21T'r-. 

The preaeure at m1d-po1nt between wells, where Y : d and 

X • a/2, 1s rrom Eq. (VI- 1), 

Pm : 0 + q log cosh 0 • 1 (VI- 12a) 
· cosh 411"<1/a + 1 

or Pm: 0 + q~og2 • 4~d/a + log~ (VI• 12b) 

neglecting oos 2~X/a in the denominator, 

or Pm: ·c + 2q ~og2 • 21f'd/~ ••• (VI- 12c) 

From Eq. (VI· 7) the average pressure 1n the line of wells 

is, Pa : C • 41fd.q/a • • • • • • • (VI • 13) 

Therefore, the d1tterence la, hs= Pm·P~• ' 2q 1og2 (VI• 14) 

The total contributing pressure gradient (S) , is, 

.... 

Then, h2 :: a.s log ...!._ : P . S, where P : a log a • 
21r 21rrw . 21i' 2n'rw 

(VI- 16) 
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hz :: ~ logs • o.lla._s • • • • • • • • (VI• 17) 

PARTIAL PENETRATION OP WELLS IN THE PERVIOUS STRATUM 

lio exact mathematical solution is available for studr· 

ing partly penetrating wells. A series or hydraulic model 

teats, pertorm$d at the u. s. Water-waye Experiment Station 

and augmented by electric analogy model teats carried out 

at the Vicksburg Engineer District Laboratory, have 

yielded empirical data from which design curves have been 

developed. These curves can be applied 1n a great number 

of casee by utilizing the well design in the part of seep

age ayatem through the pervious sub-stratum. 

Since matbematica~ ,~ 4eaign formulas for relief well 
. '\ r 

syatema are baaed on idealized assumptions aa to the uni

form! ty of the pervious atratum and blanket and also the 

determination of permeability which is only a good ap

prox1Jn4a,ti on, the reaulta .from the formulae should not be 
! 

considered aa an exact deaign but rather as an approrl

mation to aid the judgement of the d signer. 1th this 

thought in mind, the reasonably accurate results, quickly 

computed• are more desirable than mathematically exact 

solutions, achieved through repeated .trials. It is des

irable to provide wells of large effective radius 1n 

order to furnish sufficient entrance face area and to 

keep the well screen and riser losses to a minimum. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The hydrostatic uplift pressure under .a dam acts 

over the entire base area, instead of ove~ one-half or 

two-thirds of the area as per the old conceptions. It is 

the magnitude of the uplift toree which undergoes changes 

and is uncertain, not the area of application. The 

pressure is applied progreaaively along the route of 

seepage and from bead water to tail water. 

2. Bligh'a "Creep theory" appears to be the first one~ 

developed tor dealing with the problems of sub-stratum 

seepage flow under dama, which was subsequently modified 

for vertical cut-offs into Lane's "Weighted creep theory". 

Though Lane's theory was widely accepted, it waa empirical 

and had no rational or logical basis. 

3. The a•epage flow under a dam on pervious founda

tion follows the principle of slow laminar viscous flow 

through the soil maaa and is analogous to the steady flow 

of mat or electricity through a conductor. 

4. Mathematical enalyais and investigation by means 

of hydraulic or electric analogy models offer valuable 

information as to the fundamental principle of dissipation 

of pressure head in homogeneous foundation material, the 

pressure distribution under any structure and the relative 

ability of the different foundation types to promote the 
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minimum upward hydraulic gradient at the toe. 

5 . Th& extent to which "roofing", stratification ot 

.foundation materials and other $.ffecta ot non- homogeneity 

may modify the theoretical preaaure profile in practice 

can be observed in the hydraulic or electric analogy 

models by superimposition of silt and temperature and 

simulating atrat1t1cat1on and also in the actual structures 

by pressure wells, and the values compared. 

6. The :f'lovr-net of equ1-presaure and flow linea for 

any particular dam profile on homogeneous soils is inde

pendent or: 

(a) class or structure of the sub-soil so long 

as it is homogeneous, 

(b) scale ratio, 

(e) temperature ao long as 1t is uniform 

throughout the medium, 

(d) applied bead, and 

(e) upstream and downstream water levels. 

7 . Dissipation of head 1a proportionate to velocity 

which, in turn, is dependent on the tendency of the flow 

to concentrate . Such concentration occurs, especially, 

around the protruding corners of the structure and about 

the tips of cut- offs, as well as along the upstream face 

of heel out- off and the d.ownotream face of toe cut- off . 

a. The problem of the safe conduct o! seepage under 
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a dam is analogous to that of the sate conduct of water 

over a spill- way in the sense that it seeks means to dis

sipate the head without disturbing or carrying away the 

foundation or stream-bed material . 

9 . The seepage and force both act in the direction of 

max~um reduction of pressure. The force exerted on a 

volume of foundation material is, therefore, in the dir

ection of seepage and is equal to the difference in inter

nal preaaure or head acting on the approaching and 

receding races of the volume aa against a solid rather 

than a porous surface . 

10. The foumation material can not move when it is 

confined. No material can be carried away by seepage 

unleas and until the material ahead of it in the direction 

ot seepage is first removed . Thus undermining of the 

- foundation material is caused by "flotation'" at the toe , 

wb1eb is the cause , and "piping", the effect. If flota

tion is prevented, piping can not occur . 

11. Analysis bas indicated that the higher the upward 

hydraulic gradient at the toe, the leas beconea the effec

tive weight of the foundation material, until at a 

critical value when the exit gradient 1s equal to b/L : 

(l•P)(S-1 ), (Eq. III- 7b), the material actually floats 

and may be carried away w1 th resulting rapid crumbling 

from the toe backward uooer the dam, causing failure . 
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'l'hus the unatab111ty is a local toe phenomenon, termed aa 

toe "tlotationn which may cauae local sand "bolla" and may 

give the impression that the sand is moving simultaneous l y 

throughout the route from head water , which is not correct . 

12. A depressed toe or toe cut- off ia theoretically 

essential tor any dam, in order to avoid infinite exit 

gradient at the immediate toe aa . well as to prevent ero• 

sion by rain, curr ent and waves. A heel cut-off in homo• 

geneous material of relatively great depth is apparently 

more effective as to toe escape gradient than a heel apron. 

13 . Safety from toe flotati on is beat promoted by1 

(a) Choosing a design 1th a depressed toe or to' 

cut-off and one which dissipates the head 

rapidly along the early part of the seep ge 

route leaving as little residual bead as 

poss1ble during the upward escape into t ·ail 

wt1ter . 

(b) Upstream blanketed apron which will help in 

dissipating the uplift bead in the founda• 

tion. 

(c) Providing inverted filter for safe drainage 

under the toe of the atrue ture or downstream 

of the toe out- off . 

(d) Safe drainage of the seepage water through 

the controlled route by means of drainage 

relief wells and drainage galleries at the t oe . 
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14. ~ho design or blanket for eontrol or under•seepa,g6 

can be developed by mathemat1cal anelye1s, as well as by 

model studies for homogeneous foundations. The results 

nelp in approximate estimation of the effect of blanket, 

the advantages or which are reduction or uplift preaaure 

1n the seepage emergency zone and some reduction in tbb, 

ctuantity of seepage. 

15. The deep drainage relief wells at the toe of a 

dam tor artificial drainage of the sub-stratum seepage 

flo• have special advstntagea where the foundation soil ia 

stratified with r ela t1velr le.ae pervious and finer 

material e. t the top layex- ·an<l e~eess1ve depth ot more 

pervious ae.nd formation below. 
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The exper imental data regarding d1etr1but1on 

of preaeure under the standard forme ot 

dam f loor . 

TABLE V 

Stepped floor , with pile line at the step . 

b2 -~ 
: P/5 

...,..---~8-- - - ------- s' 

uj.s
--------A ; E. 

·--b,-1----t....-.-
..c

¢D ¢ 0 b 't 1oobl _J: d 
2 ~: 2 (/JE :"~l=dl~ d1-d2 Exp . Theor. Exp. Theor . Exp. Theor .dl-d2 

4 4 o.o 77 . 0 76 . 3 43 . 4 43 . 8 o.o o.o 
4 4 1 . 0 '77.1 76 . 5 44 . 0 44 . 3 6 . 8 6 . 8 
4 4 2 . 0 77 . 4 75 . 9 45 . 6 45 . 6 12 . 4 13. 7 
4 4 3 . 0 78 . 2 77 . 1 47 . 1 47 . 3 18. 7 19 . 4 
4 4 4. 0 78. 6 78. 1 48 . 9 49 . 2 24 . 2 24 . G 
4 4 5 . 0 79. 3 78. 8 50. 5 51 . 2 27 . 9 28 . 9 
4 4 6 . 0 79 . 9 79 . 5 53 . 3 53 . 1 31. 9 32 . 7 
4 4 7 . 0 80 . 7 80 . 0 55 . 4 54 . 8 37 . 1 36 . 0 
4 4 a.o 81 . 7 ao.a 56.5 56.4 39.4 38 . 9 
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TABLE VI 

Floor with equal sheet piles at heel and toe • 

c1 D/S1~ I~ JI________."JL__ b 

_L -
D o, 

b - 12-
dl i 1 lt 2 3 4 

ds i 1 l i 2 3 4 

<JJD 85 . 7 81.7 78. 7 76 . 6 73 . 2 71 . 7 

¢ C 79 . 7 74 . 0 69. 7 66 . 3 61 . 3 58. 2 

(/J E 20. 3 26 . 4 30 . 7 34 . 1 40. 0 42 . 1 

(/J D1 15 . 2 19. 9 21 . 7 24 . 0 26 . 2 29. 2 

Floor with unequal piles at heel and toe. 

b -- 12 

dl 2 3 3 3 3 3 

1 2 3 4 5 6d2 

f/JD 75 . 0 71 . 9 73 . 2 74 . 4 75 . 8 77 . 0 

(/J C 64: . 5 59. 1 61 . 3 63. 4 65 . 2 67. 3 

¢ B 25 . 1 32 . 2 40. 0 44 . 2 48. 7 52.9 

{l) D1 18 . 1 22 . 0 25 . 2 29.7 32 . 9 35 . 0 
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TA.BLE VII 

Floor with p1les at the heel and toe and 

a l so one 11ne in-between them • 

.,________ b --------
u/s A l D/S---------r..,.c;____ b,--~'e. c.:_,-- bz.____ ....... E_..z ~r-------

:t -- J, -j! 
D _L_-- D:l. 

Dr 

b : length of floor : 12 

b1: distance of intermediate pile from upstream end . 

b:l2 dl:da 
d3 

rp D 
b1:9 
bilb:3/4 ~ i1 

(t? Dl 
q> Cl 

~~ 
¢ D 
rp c 

b1e7.5 ~ E1 
bl/b:S/8 ~ Dl 

~ cl 

$~ 
b1:6 ~~ 
bJ.Ib· i ,¢' El 

~ Dl 
~01 

$~ 

2 
o . s 

76 . 4 
66 . 5 
42 . 3 
40. 0 
38. 3 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
1. 0 1. 5 2 . 0 3 . 0 4.0 s . o 

76 . 92 77 . 45 77 . 88 78. 45 79 . 02 80.26 
66. 5 66 . 62 67 . 18 68 . 79 69 . 72 71 . 67 
43 . 21 45 . 0 46 . 92 50 . 5 54 . 30 58 . 59 
39. 75 40.0 40. 0 39. 12 41.66 41 . 99 
36.12 34 . 8 32 . 58 28. 92 26.10 23 . 33 

33 . 25 32 . 10 31. 82 30. 34 27 . 88 25 . 0 22 . 66 
23 . 54 23 . 05 23 . 08 22 . 69 20.98 20. 58 17. 24 

77 . 5 77 . 17 77. 28 11. 20 77 . 92 79 . 24 8o. o 
66 . 8 66.75 67,06 67.52 68.70 70. 48 72.13 
47 . 03 48. 78 50. 30 52 . 28 55 . 40 59.29 62 . 60 
44 . 7 45 . 0 45 . 0 44.73 45 . 72 45.52 45 . 61 
42 . 83 41. 07 39. 48 37 . 72 35 . 10 31.66 28. 39 
33 . 24 33.09 32 . 13 31. 68 29 . 53 27 . 89 25.62 
23 . 15 23 . 16 23 . 40 22 . 90 22 . 27 21 . 41 18 . 99 

77 . 27 77. 29 77. 59 77. 94 78. 6 79. 23 80. 4 
66 . 52 67 . 32 67. 32 67.90 69 . 3 71. 43 72 . 97 
52 . 30 54 . 06 55. 83 57 . 66 60.93 63 . 88 66 . 42 
so. o so. o so, o 50. 0 50. 0 50. 0 50.0 
47 . 79 46 . 27 44 . 14 42 . 93 39. 3 36 . 56 33 . 89 
33. 67 33. 30 32 . 8 32 . 60 30. 92 29. 07 27. 48 
22 . 98 22 . 90 23 •5 23. 08 22 . 53 21 . 27 20.0 
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TABLE VIII 

Floor with a pair of piles not at the enda. 

~--------------- b ------------~ 
U/5 1>/S

J-----11!"'11!1~---~--,.E~,~c~,-----:B-- ------------------:4:!---- b,--+---E...,c_____ b/2 

d, c/2. 

_t_- -- j __-
D o, 

b a 12 .and distance between piles =b/2 

1 1 1 1dl =de = 1 

bl -... 6 5 . 6 5 4.5 4 

¢E 58. 8 60.7 65.2 67.9 

¢D 53.4 55 . 0 56.8 59.2 61 . 6 

¢e 47.9 49. 2 51 . 0 53.2 55.5 

¢El 27.3 28.2 30.0 32.5 35 . 2 

¢Dl 19.9 21. 3 23.4 25.9 28 . 4 

¢01 0 6. 3 11.5 15.6 19.6 
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Comparison of results by the different methode~ 

TABLE IX 

Equal piles at heel and toe. 

__________D_j~U/S 

c, 

-

b 

E 

d, 
_j__ 

d2 
j __ 

D D, 

Percentage Readings Theore- Exper1
Dimensions ot initial from Oorrect·ed tical mental 

head Xhoa1a'e value value value 
Curve 

b -.. 12 ¢0 81.8 82.1 82.2 79.7 

dl : 42 =i ¢E 18.2 17.9 l.7.8 20.3 

b = 12 ¢C 74.4 75.3 '75.4 74.0 

dl =42 • 1 ¢E 25.6 24.7 24.6 26.4 

b • 12 ¢0 68.9 70.6 70.8 69.7 

d1 =d2 =li ¢E 31.1 29.4 29.2 30.7 

b -... 12 ¢c 64.4 67.'0 67.1 66.3 

a1 :: da - 2 ¢E 35.6 33.0 32.9 34.1-
b : 12 ¢c 57.0 61.9 62.1 61.3 

dl. 42 • 3 ¢.E 43.0 38.1 37.9 40.0 

b. 12 ¢0 51.2 58.5 58.6 58.2 

dl • d2 • 4 ¢E 48.8 41.5 41.4 42.1 
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. TABLE X 

Floor with unequal piles at toe and heel, 

Dimensions 
Percentage 
or 1n1t1al 

head 

Reading•
from 

Khosla's 
Corrected. 

value 
Experimental 

value 
curve 

b: 12 
dl: 2 
d2 : 1 

¢D 
¢E 

64.4 
25.6 

65.8 
23.7 

64.5 
25.1 

b - 12... 
dl : 3
42: 2 

¢C 
¢E 

57.0 
35.6 

60.2 
' 31.6 

59.1 
32.2 

b =12 
dl =.3 
d2 : 1 

¢c 
¢ E 

57.0 
25.6 

sa.a 
22.4 

57.7 
23.7 

b : 12 ¢C 5'7 •. o 61.8 61.3 
dl : 
d2 : 

3 
3 

¢E 43.0 38.3 40.0 

b - 12-dt : 3 
da : ' 

¢c 
¢B 

57.0 
48.8 

63.4 
43.3 

63.4 
44.2 

b - 12-dl =3
42: 5 

¢C 
¢E 

57.0 
53.8 

65.2 
47.5 

65.2 
48.7 

b =12 
dl =s 
~ =6 

¢c 
¢E 

57.0 
57.6 

67.1 
50.5 

67.3 
52.9 




